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Methods they might use include injections or smothering with a pillow. It is not just about ending her own life;
it is about the obligation of others to die and get out of the way, lest they interfere with her own agenda. The
argument claims include the fact that an inordinate percentage of medical costs are directed towards the end
stages of terminal diseases and the final years of life. Assisted suicide is benign. It only affects the lives of
those who choose it. The prevalence of assisted suicide impacts us all. The British magazine Spiked has run
several pieces that argue against assisted suicide. A society that assigns no value or moral worth to human life
destroys the meaning of human life and, ironically, the shared basis of that society. Cowardice is disguised as
courage. The duty to capitalize on life becomes the duty to throw it away. When the seriously ill ask what their
options are, will the HMO remind the patient that their assisted suicide benefit has not been used yet? This
kind of financial incentive for HMOs will inevitable pressure patients to accept lethal prescriptions instead of
good medical care. These incentives to offer suicide instead of medical care clearly pose a serious threat to
public health and safety. The Oregon Health Services Commission did this even though every organization
representing the poor and disabled at their hearings objected to funding doctor assisted suicide, because it
endangers the poor and disabled. Contracting mental health clinics or groups are paid in advance per enrolled
patient. They can actually profit by failing to deliver care. The retired bus driver vowed to fight the disease so
she could spend as long as possible with her family. Even after her doctor warned in that she had less than six
months to live, she refused to give up, pinning all her hopes on a new life-prolonging treatment. What the
Oregon Health Plan did agree to cover, however, were drugs for a physician-assisted death. Rather than
life-extending treatment she was offered life-ending treatment. Barbara died in Her family believes the added
stress from the state in desiring to take her life hastened her end. The bottom line is that it is all about money
and Barbara fell into the middle of it. The bases for assisted suicides include dementia, depression and
financial concerns. She would have been pressured â€” murdered â€” over money. No doubt there were some
who chose the alternative. Precious lives were snuffed outâ€¦here in the good old freedom loving United States
of America. Can you believe that the United States is sanctioning murder? Over 50 million unborn babies
murdered since Roe v. Wadeâ€¦and now the culture of death is turning toward the sick, the elderly, the
disabled and vulnerable. Beloved, you and I have the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ! We have the
antidote. Are you sitting on the antidote or sharing it? How much time this week have you spent in prayer for
our nation?
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Route 46 at Marble Hill, just west of Great Meadows. From that point it meanders along between the base of
the Jenny Jump ridge and the low-lying flatlands of the Pequest River valley. Highwaymen or other bandits
would supposedly lay in wait for victims in these shadows, then often cut their throats after taking what they
had, or they would engage in fights to the death among themselves over women. It was never solved.
However, the road had earned its name well before automobile use became common in the area. In , malaria
-carrying insects were discovered nesting in a cliff face along the road. They flourished in the nearby wetlands
of Bear Swamp, causing annual outbreaks of the disease. The high mortality rates due to the remoteness of the
area from effective medical treatment cut a swath through so many families that a street once called merely
Shade or Shades Road due to its tree cover took on the name Shades Of Death out of black humor. The
problem was so widespread, that in a state-sponsored project drained the swamps, ending the threat.
Geological Survey maps is just off the road, in the state forest south of the I overpass. It was created in the
early 20th century when two wealthy local men dammed a creek that ran through the narrow valley between
houses they had just built. They gave it its name from the wraithlike vapor formations they often saw rising off
it on cooler mornings. They further named the pass Haunted Hollow. Weird NJ writes that visitors have told
them that no matter what time of night they visit the lake at, the sky above it always seems as bright as if it
were still twilight and several have reported ghosts in the area, especially in a deserted old cabin across the
lake from the road, supposedly victims of the murders once believed to have given the road its name. Weird
NJ says that though the cave is now easily accessible, and also covered in graffiti, archaeologists who
surveyed the area in found pottery shards, flint, and broken arrow heads. From their findings, the
archaeologists concluded that "The Fairy Hole" was not often visited. It may have been used as a simple
resting point for traveling or hunting Lenape, but with its close proximity to several known burial sites, it is
said to be a sacred or religiously important site. This survey was conducted before the creation of Ghost Lake.
Lenape Lane[ edit ] Lenape Lane is an unpaved one-lane dead-end street about three-quarter mile 1. It ends at
a farmhouse for which it is little more than a driveway , but halfway down there is space to park or turn around
next to a wooden structure described as looking like an abandoned stable. An additional legend claims that
sometimes nocturnal visitors to Lenape see an orb of white light appear near the end of the road which chases
vehicles back out to Shades Of Death, and if it turns red in the process, those who see it will die. This may be
due to an old tree near the end of Lenape that was never cut down when the road was built. As a result, the
road forks right before the tree, and a big red reflector has been nailed to the tree to warn drivers. Another
legend says that if one circles around the tree and drives down the road again at midnight, a red light will shine
and the driver will never survive. Others[ edit ] There are some legends concerning a Native American spirit
guide who supposedly takes the shape of a deer and appears at various points along the road at night. If drivers
see him and do not slow down sufficiently enough to avoid a collision, they will soon get into a serious
accident with a deer. The bridge is no longer accessible by car as a newer, larger bridge has been built next to
it. The original bridge can still be reached on foot. Polaroids[ edit ] Weird NJ published correspondence from
two anonymous readers who said they found hundreds of Polaroid photographs , some of them showing the
blurred image of a woman, possibly in distress, scattered in woods just off the road during the s. The magazine
claims the local police began an investigation but the photos "disappeared" shortly afterward.
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Originally an enemy of the Justice Society , he became an ally of Starman after he settled in Opal City.
Pre-Crisis In Earth-Two , the Shade was a common thief of unknown identity who could manipulate the
shadows with his cane. Initially a loner villain, he became a later member of the Injustice Society. In this
appearance, Shade had long hair and used a big device, not his cane, to cause the darkness. After a brief brush
with the Olympian, the Shade and Fury returned to Calgary, the Shade to share in the stolen wealth being
gathered by the Wizard. But the plan went haywire when Hourman revived and freed himself, as well as when
Solomon Grundy was brought in from the Arctic Circle. It was the Green Flame who incapacitated the Shade,
and after the confusion, he was taken into custody by Canadian law enforcement. No longer a generic villain
with a magical cane, The Shade was now the morally ambiguous English gentleman turned immortal named
"Richard Swift". Able to tap into a horrific alternate dimension of shadows, which he could manipulate and
shape into whatever form he wanted similar to. As time passed, Swift began using aliases for himself such as
"Mr. Black", and went by "Shade" to those he was on good terms with. He also developed enemies, such as
the mysterious dwarf Simon Culp , who like Shade was immortal and had the same darkness energy powers as
Shade. Other enemies included the murderously corrupt Ludlow family, who Shade had all but wiped out
when the family manipulated Shade in order to murder him for sport, with the surviving generations of the
family vowing revenge on the Shade. The Shade kept a lengthy journal and eventually fell in love with the
United States east-coast city of Opal City. While on patrol with the British hero Captain X , Shade was
ambushed by Culp when a bomb fell from a German fighter plane onto the two men. To survive, Culp was
forced to seek shelter by literally merging with an unknowing Shade. Downplaying his formidable shadow
powers, Shade committed crimes in various cities, most notably Keystone City , where he found himself a
nemesis in the form of the Flash, Jay Garrick. The Shade would privately refer to his battles as "the joust",
which he engaged in for the simple thrill of combat with another super-powered combatant. Despite his turn to
super-villainy though, Opal City remained untouched by Shade as the villain considered the city he lived in
off-limits. Indeed, The Shade has been known to be protective of Opal City, to the point of using his powers to
kill any criminals who attempt to commit crimes in the city. The Shade even would engage in the occasional
super-hero battle, saving Howard Hughes from the villainous Johnny Sorrow. Fate teaming up to find Culp,
never knowing that the villain he was seeking was inside his stomach. Shade would later team up with the
Mist to murder the retired super-hero Invisible Hood , though it is unknown if Culp was responsible for this
act of murder. Having returned to the United States and effectively retired since the Injustice Unlimited fiasco,
Shade took an interest in Jack Knight and offered to mentor the man who helped save Opal City from the
Mist. Cry for Justice Main article: He then accompanies Garrick to the Justice League Watchtower to warn the
other heroes, but arrived too late to find Prometheus already there. After David threatened to kill Hope and
later his brother Jack, an enraged Shade used his powers to trap the Black Lantern within the Shadowlands
after decrying the Lantern as a mockery and a fake, saying he has "no light of his own", and uses his own heart
as a channel to bind and banish him. Afterward, Hope admits that she loves Shade as well, and the two lovers
depart from the scene of the battle. Post-Zero Hour only Darkness Manipulation: The ability to control
darkness. His powers were revealed to be a connection to the Shadowlands or Dark Zone , a dimension of
primordial, quasi-sentient darkness which Shade, as well as other characters with similar powers, can channel
for various effects. Swift, perhaps due to age, seems to be the most powerful possessor of Shadowland given
powers. The ability to travel great distances in short amounts of time, by traveling between Earth and the Dark
Zone. In the future, it seems he will be able to teleport freely. The ability to create solid constructs out of
shadows. These are limited to what he allows them to do; however, in the future, they take on a mind of their
own. The ability to summon and command demonic creatures from the Dark Zone. The ability to project
darkness in the form of energy blasts. The ability to surround himself with a force field. Swift is immortal not
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tied to a type of magic. The only time he lost his immortality was briefly in the second series of Starman when
Simon Culp broke away from him. However, it appears the only way he can lose his immortality is if he loses
his shadow, which would require someone from likely the same event back in meeting up with him very
unlikely. He is highly resistant to attacks of all kinds, and survived a direct bomb fall on top of him, appearing
only slightly dazed. Abilities Gadgetry Pre-Zero Hour only: Literature Post-Zero Hour only.
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Although Jack is shown as both schooled and talented in fine art, his true passion is collectibles. He eventually
becomes the owner and operator of an antique and collectibles store. Jack resolves to track down the Mist out
of a desire to protect his father. The Mist later succumbs to dementia after the death of his son. Early career[
edit ] Jack reluctantly makes a deal to become Starman if his father agrees to devote his vast scientific
knowledge to the betterment of mankind. She drugs and rapes Jack, with the intent of becoming pregnant.
Mist intends to raise him to hate Jack and all he stands for. Although Jack discovers many latent heroic
qualities within himself, he only fully embraces them when Nash theorizes that she and Jack are two sides of
the same coin. Jack vows to prove her wrong. Jack lives and operates out of Opal City and has a number of
allies. In addition, Jack regularly receives advice from a fortune teller named Charity, who has a shop in the
alleys of the Opal Charity had appeared before in a s series called Forbidden Tales of Dark Mansion where she
appeared as narrator and host to self-contained stories, not unlike the numerous DC comics horror anthology
series. Jack also rescues Mikaal Tomas , an alien who briefly operated in New York under the name Starman
during the s. Among the Stars and Return to Earth[ edit ] During his heroic career, Jack comes to fall in love
with a woman he met, Sadie. When she reveals that she is the sister of Will Payton , yet another hero to bear
the name of Starman, he vows to set off into space to find her missing brother. However, a chance encounter
diverts Jack from his intended route, and he is lost in both time and space. Upon his return, Jack faces almost
all of his foes in a massive battle that nearly destroys Opal City. Having the answer to that final riddle, Jack
retires and takes his son to live with him and Sadie in San Francisco. James Robinson currently has a deal with
DC Comics enumerating that they cannot use his Starman characters without his permission, which is why
Jack has appeared very little since the end of his series. According to Manhunter vol. It was one of the 8
"dead" titles being revived for one issue. David taunts Shade by telling him that he plans on going to San
Francisco in order to kill Jack, but he is ultimately defeated. In the acclaimed alternate future tale Kingdom
Come , Jack has a teenaged African American successor known as "Stars". This is based on an earlier concept
introduced in Young Justice: Sins of Youth when Courtney and Jack temporarily changed roles after being
turned into an adult and child respectively. Powers and equipment[ edit ] Jack Knight has no superpowers.
Although he has been told by Charity that he possesses the same sight as she, only to a lesser degree, he has
never truly explored it. The cosmic staff utilizes the same technology as the prototype "gravity rods" that Ted
once wielded, and which Jack used before his father created the cosmic staff for him. The staff absorbs stellar
energy, which can then be manipulated into defensive force fields, and offensive energy blasts of incredible
power. Jack can use both powers at once to protect himself from atmospheric damage in high velocity flight.
Jack is also a competent martial artist, trained primarily in Jujutsu. Both Jack and his father would have
featured, it would have been set in Opal City and would have apparently aimed to follow the comics as closely
as possible. However, in , after the failure of Birds of Prey, the series was described as "indefinitely on hold"
with no sign that it will ever be produced. Jack was made into a DC Direct figure in during the early years of
the line. Additionally, a variant figure was released that featured re-colored clothes and a goatee.
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Comment: This book is in very good condition and will be shipped within 24 hours of ordering. The cover may have
some limited signs of wear but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains undamaged.

Chapter 6 : Fifty Shades Freed () - IMDb
Shades of Death Road, sometimes referred to locally as just "Shades", is a two-lane rural road of about 7 miles ( km) in
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Chapter 7 : The Queen () - IMDb
Jack Hyde is the main antagonist of the novels Fifty Shades Darker and Fifty Shades Freed (the two sequels to Fifty
Shades of Grey) and also the arch-enemy of Christian Grey.

Chapter 8 : 'This Is Us' Fans Split on Randall Confronting Rebecca After Jack's Death
Take that, and Shades of Death road is a little ways up on your right. It's terminus will take you out near Allamuchy, NJ.
And no, no cannibals there that I know of.
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Buy Death and the Jack Shade (Hawk) by William S. Brady from Amazon's Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on
a huge range of new releases and classic fiction.
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